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DISCOVERY
INT. BRIDGE OF THE MYSTERIOUS ALIEN SPACE SHIP -- MOMENTS LATER
The PRIVATE COMMANDER is awaiting instructions from the CAPTAIN COMMANDER.
NARRATOR
Meanwhile, on the bridge of a mysterious alien space ship, a lowly but stalwart private commander awaits instructions from his captain commander, who enters briskly.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
(walks in)
I am entering briskly.
PRIVATE COMMANDER
(hits his chest with his fist)
Captain Commander Klevwan. The bridge is under your command.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
(jabs three fingers to face)
Thank you, Private Commander Zimbar. Tell me what you have discovered about the planet of the humans.
PRIVATE COMMANDER
We have discovered the planet the humans call Earth. It is a very wet planet. Perhaps too wet for our kind.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
We have anticipated all manners of wetness, Private Commander Zimbar. We, the galactanganeebs, are accustomed to all manner of intergalactic things.
PRIVATE COMMANDER
You speak the truth, Captain Commander Klevwan. You have been captain commander of this vessel for fourteen years.

CAPTAIN COMMANDER
And you, Private Commander Zimbar, are the youngest of a family of four and live with your wife Glefra in the city of Joj. I know this because I was the lidmor of honor at your wedding!
PRIVATE COMMANDER
Ha ha! That is true! We are such old friends!
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
Ha ha ha!
PRIVATE COMMANDER
Ha ha!
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
Ah, ha ha ha!
NARRATOR
Suddenly, a development!
PRIVATE COMMANDER
Captain Commander Klevwan, something is developing!
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
Quickly, man: Pass me the kinzivvl-blim!
The private commander hands the captain commander a strange alien device.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER (CONT'D)
According to this stupid thing, the humans have been alerted to our presence and have summoned Earth's greatest hero.
PrIvate commander
Captain Superpunch. But why? Surely the humans know that we mean them no harm.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
We must alert High General Miffletraub.
NARRATOR
High General Miffletraub is summoned and she appears before them irrevocably and absolutely immediately!

The HIGH GENERAL enters.
HIGH GENERAL
What up, fellow galactic travelers?
The private commander and the captain commander hit their fists to their heads.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
High General Miffletraub, my other old friend! Your timing is ridiculously impeccable.
The high general hits the back of her palm to her forehead. As she speaks, all lower their hands.
HIGH GENERAL
What is the nature of this extremely serious emergency? Tell me, for I must know instantly.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
It's Captain Superpunch.
HIGH GENERAL
Earth's greatest hero? Surely we are doomed if he attacks us. We must act quickly.
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
I concur. We must prepare to be attacked or we will be as doomed as you say.
PRIVATE COMMANDER
My High General, we must alert Planet Grimp'lag.
HIGH GENERAL
Not just yet, old friend. Not just yet. But we must raise the alert level to Jargo 5. What is the reading on the Kinzivvl-blim?
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
At least twenty lamps.
PRIVATE COMMANDER
(takes the device from the captain commander)
I concur. Maybe even twenty-one!
HIGH GENERAL
My old friends, I'm afraid we must resort to drastic means.

PRIVATE COMMANDER
Surely, you don't mean...
CAPTAIN COMMANDER
I concur. Surely, you don't mean...
HIGH GENERAL
Yes!
(pauses dramatically)
We must meet with the Earthling's greatest human Earth champion... and tell him the truth.
PRIVATE COMMANDER
My old friend High General Miffletraub, you are speaking space heresy!
HIGH GENERAL
Then may the God-king Tribulor forgive us all. May he forgive us all hard.

SOMETHING AWFUL HAS HAPPENED
INT. a mysterious giant castle'S INDOOR COURTYARD -- DAY
CAPTAIN SUPERPUNCH waits next to a tied up KUSURA.
NARRATOR
Meanwhile in a small residential giant castle, Captain Superpunch awaits apprehensively for the arrival of Laney Laneman, star reporter. Beside him, Kusura is tied up in chains. There is much trepidation.
KUSURA
(struggling and screeching)
Murder! Let Kusura go!
Laney and Billy enter.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Laney, is that you?
LANEY
I'm here, Captain. And this is Billy Zark, kid reporter.
BILLY
Gee whiz, you're Captain Superpunch, Earth's greatest hero!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Why, yes I am, Billy.
BILLY
And that's Kusura, the 60-foot tall giant centipede!
KUSURA
Murder! Murder!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Yes it is, but please, there is no need for trepidation. Kusura is subdued. She's actually rather harmless once you get to know her.
LANEY
Why have you called us here, Captain? Is this about the giant city-sized Rubik's Cube? What about that monkey riding a motorcycle in the Himalayas? Why is the monkey crying, Captain?

CAPTAIN Superpunch
Laney Laneman, you are one of the most ethical and professional reporters I know--Someone I can trust implicitly--so I wanted you to be the first to learn that... I am dying.
The narrator gasps.
BILLY
Zounds! What a scoop, but say it ain't so, Captain!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
I'm afraid it's true, Billy. I have...
(lowers his head sadly)
...super gonorrhea.
LANEY
But I don't understand! You have always been Earth's greatest hero. Ever since you defeated Steampunk Hitler in World War a Trillion.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Even I am not invulnerable. Super gonorrhea kills more than fifty people every millisecond. It doesn't affect only me. In fact, Kusura has it too.
KUSURA
Yes! Kusura must avenge deaths of Kusura's children, murdered by vile humans, before killed by human illness that affects more than one in three people between the ages of 14 and 900!
BILLY
Gee zoinks!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Don't worry, Billy. Kusura cannot harm you. We're safe as long as she does not excrete her deadly face-dissolving saliva.
Kusura spits.
CAPTAIN Superpunch (CONT'D)
Duck!
Everyone ducks.


BILLY
Gosh! That was a close one. But why does Kusura want to hurt us? We weren't the ones that blew up her eggs in that nuclear test two years ago which I remember as if it was just yesterday!
KUSURA
Kusura means no harm to human reporters. Kusura wants only to kill Douglas F. Farkenklaub, industrious billionaire, and president of Nucleomerica! With murder!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
I'm afraid I can't let you do that, Kusura. There are far too many innocent lives at stake.
KUSURA
How many?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Seven hundred.
(pauses a moment, then adds:)
...according to my superhuman computer eyes.
LANEY
Captain, how long do you have?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Impossible to say. Very extremely impossible. I could die any moment. 
(suddenly goes rigid)
Darn!
Captain Superpunch collapses.
BILLY
Captain! Captain! Oh my goodness golly-pops!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
(pulls himself up)
It's okay, Billy. It was a false alarm.
BILLY
Oh whew!

LANEY
I don't understand. You've survived nuclear asteroids, a blood-seeking giant shark who was angry, and even plane cancer. Why now? And without you, who will save us against the alien invaders?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
I met with the aliens just a few days ago, Laney. They mean us no harm. They only mean to monitor a great catastrophic threat against mankind, so great and so mysterious that nobody knows what it actually is.
LANEY
Why, that sounds ghastly! Grievous even!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
It probably is. But that's not why you're here. We must warn the world of super gonorrhea.
LANEY
How did you and Kusura catch this frightful disease?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
I'm afraid I cannot answer any questions regarding the allegedly sexual encounter six nights ago involving me, Kusura, and at least three shape-shifting aliens.
BILLY
Zowie!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Always use a condom, kid. And regular isn't enough. The only protection against super gonorrhea is an extra-strength condom made from stable plutonium.
BILLY
But I'm eleven!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
It's never too early to learn about the dangers of vaginal penetration.

KUSURA
(snaps the gigantic chains holding her in place)
Kusura is free! Murder! Murder!
Kusura runs out of the room.
LANEY
We've got to stop her!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
No. Let her go.
BILLY
But Captain Superpunch! What about the innocent people of World City?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
They knew the risks.

TROUBLE IN PARADISE
INT. a mysterious living room -- NIGHT
Some DUDE is watching TV.
TELEVISION
We now return to our pornographic movie already in progress.
DUDE
Awesome!
GIRLFRIEND enters.
GIRLFRIEND
Hi, Honey. I'm home after spending the last eleven hours doing charity work at the homeless refugee hospital burn ward where we first met. Hey, what are you watching?
DUDE
Uh... nothing.
TELEVISION
I'm glad you're here, Commander Dickers. I was just coerced by the mesmeratrix into having raunchy sex.
GIRLFRIEND
(angrily)
You're watching porn! After you promised me you wouldn't! On our anniversary! In front of the pope!
DUDE
Honest I'm not! And he was only a cardinal. And it's the only thing on TV!
TELEVISION
Captain, there is an incoming pornographic situation. My nudity detector is detecting female boobies.
GIRLFRIEND
Turn it off right now you... dumbhead!
DUDE
Fine! Jeez!
The dude presses a button on his gigantic remote.

GIRLFRIEND
You know my father was killed by a tractor trailer carrying adult entertainment two years ago which I remember as if it was yesterday.
DUDE
Look... Honey, what is this really about?
GIRLFRIEND
You know what this is about. You still haven't dealt with the double zombie we have trapped in the basement.
DUDE
I'll deal with it next week!
The ZOMBIE bursts into the room.
ZOMBIE
Snarl!
DUDE
What? It escaped somehow! Rats!
GIRLFRIEND
I told you to deal with it!
DUDE
I guess I'll have to deal with it right now! Aha! My lucky rock!
The dude picks up a rock off a table and throws it at the zombie.
ZOMBIE
Ow!
DUDE
I'm going to need more rocks!
ZOMBIE
Grr! Argh! Roar!
GIRLFRIEND
Look out! It's coming right at you!
DUDE
Whoa! That was a close one!
GIRLFRIEND
No! It's still coming!

ZOMBIE
Surrender your brains!
GIRLFRIEND
It can talk! The double zombie can talk!
The dude throws another rock at the zombie.
ZOMBIE
Ow!
DUDE
It's coming right at me! There's no time to run!
GIRLFRIEND
Run!
DUDE
There's no time!
GIRLFRIEND
It's almost here!
DUDE
I'm trying to run but there isn't time!
His girlfriend plugs her ears and closes her eyes.
ZOMBIE
If you don't give me brains I'll be upset!
(stops suddenly)
Oh bollocks!
The zombie collapses.
DUDE
The zombie was defeated! By... some sort of alien.
GIRLFRIEND
It was me, Brad.
DUDE
What? But you don't mean...






GIRLFRIEND
Yes. I am secretly an alien. My real name is Ziklan-maranis Kleftwar-fitan-kilispo-tran. Under strict orders by Commodore General Stoolchair I must erase your memory of this entire incident.
(gestures with her hand)
Mind wipe!
DUDE
Something... happening. I can't remember... where... am I?
ZOMBIE
(stands up)
Nice try, chum, but I'm not licked yet!
GIRLFRIEND
This double zombie is twice as zombie as I expected! And with my boyfriend's mind being erased...
(looks down at her hands)
I am... powerless. No, zombie! Do not eat me!
ZOMBIE
But I must! And so I shall! Give my zombie regards to planet Grimp'lag! Except I'm going to eat you first so you can't!
GIRLFRIEND
(pulls out a communication device)
Emergency protocol! Commodore General... I've failed you! Destroy the source of this signal--No, it is too late!
ZOMBIE
(eats her)
I have eaten you.
The zombie leaves.
DUDE
What happened? I can't remember anything that happened over the last five minutes and fifty-two seconds! Yet, I feel... somehow sad, like some great tragedy has befallen me. Perhaps I'll never know... or will I?

O CAPTAIN, MY CAPTAIN
INT. THE MOST MYSTERIOUS ROOM IN DR. FRANKENDORF'S EVIL LODGE -- AFTERNOON
CAPTAIN Superpunch is stuck. His back and arms are attached to a strange device. He struggles while DR. FRANKENDORF looks on fiendishly.
NARRATOR
A devious situation for Captain Superpunch!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Good gravy beans! What have you done to me, Dr. Frankendorf, my statuesque nemesis?
DR. FRANKENDORF
(laughs evilly)
It is no use escaping, Captain Superpunch. This device you are attached to is actually a miniature black hole. Nothing can withstand its gravitational pull!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Fuck you!
DR. FRANKENDORF
Now, now, Captain Superpunch. We are not so different, you and I. To kill you now would be far too easy. And I would have gotten away with everything, if not for your meddling!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Dr. Frankendorf, listen to me! Kusura, the 60-foot tall giant centipede wants to kill you and will stop at nothing to do it!
DR. FRANKENDORF
Don't be silly, you frightfully silly asshole. Kusura thinks that was Douglas F. Farkenklaub, industrious billionaire, and president of Nucleomerica. She'll never learn the truth. But tell me, Captain Superpunch, would you care for some ecstasy?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
No thank you, man! Ecstasy is a drug! Drugs are addictive and can be gateway drugs to other drugs.

DR. FRANKENDORF
My dear captain, all the cool people are doing it!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Not even once!
DR. FRANKENDORF
You wanna be cool, don't you?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
I'll be cool my own way, Dr. Frankendorf. By respecting myself and others, and the law!
DR. FRANKENDORF
Blasted shit! But mark my words, Captain Superpunch! The machinations of Dr. Frankendorf are long-reaching and deep fiendish tendrils of my will that touch every corner of this Earth with the rancor and determination of a gelatinous giant squid!
KUSURA bursts through the wall.
DR. FRANKENDORF (CONT'D)
No! Kusura the 60-foot tall giant centipede!
NARRATOR
Cripes!
DR. FRANKENDORF
What come-uppance is this?!
KUSURA
Kusura hear everything, Dr. Frankendorf!
DR. FRANKENDORF
But how?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
I had been recording our conversation this entire time, my good doctor, in the off chance that you implicated yourself. I sent it wirelessly to Kusura.
DR. FRANKENDORF
But my device makes it impossible for wireless signals to escape!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Well, it worked somehow.
KUSURA
Murder! My eggs! Murdered!
DR. FRANKENDORF
Yes! I nuked your babies! And I'd do it again! I have not learned a thing from this experience!
KUSURA
Kusura step on you!
DR. FRANKENDORF
No! This is bullshit! I don't believe in karma!
Dr. Frankendorf falls to the ground dramatically then Kusura stomps on him repeatedly.
DR. FRANKENDORF (CONT'D)
Ow! Ow! Ow, my body! Ow... verily you have squished my guts.
Dr. Frankendorf finally goes limp.
KUSURA
Kusura done. Kusura avenged babies. Kusura now not know what to do with life.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
My dearest Kusura, that is a question only Kusura can answer.
KUSURA
Kusura has many things to think about... in thousand-year hibernation stasis... on the moon.
NARRATOR
(hastily)
And so, Kusura jumped to the moon. Scene.

THE TRIBUNAL
INT. The throne room of the mysterious god-king tribulor -- DAY
TRIBULOR is sitting stoically on his throne.
A GUARD brings the HIGH GENERAL in and throws her to the floor in front of him.
TRIBULOR
Who? Who is brought before me, the God-King Tribulor?
GUARD
High General Miffletraub, my great king. She is charged with--among other things--space heresy, disturbing the natural order of space, consorting with the humans for unsanitary reasons, space murder in the 7th degree, and conspiracy to undo the sacred fabric of space.
TRIBULOR
High General Miffletraub, my oldest of friends, how do you answer these charges?
HIGH GENERAL
(climbs to her feet)
There is some truth to them, high one. But what I did, I did for the sake of all of space.
GUARD
Ridiculous madness!
TRIBULOR
Be silent, my sexy concubine. High General Miffletraub, you must tell me how this can be. Is it true that you have murdered living beings that through your actions are now dead?
HIGH GENERAL
My large one, those seventy-eight people were killed by Kusura the sixty-foot tall giant centipede after I sent her to warn Captain Superpunch of the great danger.

GUARD
So you admit that through your actions, murder victims were killed by fatal deadliness!
HIGH GENERAL
My old one, I did not intend for that to happen!
TRIBULOR
Intend!? My dear high general, my old friend: Intention is nine tenths of evil! You tell me that you have told the humans of the great danger?
HIGH GENERAL
I did tell Captain Superpunch, opalescent one. He is Earth's greatest hero, greater perhaps even than Ulysses S. Rockefeller. If anyone can save humanity from the mysterious evil--so mysterious that nobody knows what it actually is--it is he, fatherly one.
TRIBULOR
Silence!
GUARD
The God-king Tribulor will hear no more words from you!
HIGH GENERAL
I will be heard!
GUARD
Silence!
TRIBULOR
Silence!
HIGH GENERAL
No, you silence!
TRIBULOR
Silence!
(turns away from the others)
What say you, formless one?
NARRATOR
Guilty!
TRIBULOR
So shall it be!

GUARD
Great be thy judgment! High General Miffletraub, it is the God-King Tribulor's will that you be taken and purged in the great fires of the Earth's moon.
HIGH GENERAL
Unlimited one, you have still not heard all the facts.
TRIBULOR
Very well, High General Miffletraub, my old friend. If you deem it so important to continue this space douchebaggery, the God-King Tribulor will hear of your pleas, but be warned! The lake of thin ice will continue to reach the point of no return until you hit rock bottom with every continued breath!
GUARD
My God-King Tribulor, she must be cleansed in the fires of agonizing justice for her crimes! I am very religiously offended.
TRIBULOR
Enough! The God-King Tribulor has decreed that the High General Miffletraub, my old friend, will be permitted to speak! High General Miffletraub, you know it is the will of the God-King Tribulor that the humans not be told of the great danger.
HIGH GENERAL
I do, my kingly master.
TRIBULOR
And furthermore to this, you know you were given direct orders from Major General Admiral Skloogus not to tell the humans about the great danger that is so great that nobody knows what it is.
HIGH GENERAL
That's just it, ruler of all. The humans have discovered the secret of the great danger and what it actually is. They can help us!

GUARD
Do not be witless, space heretic! The humans' inferior brains cannot comprehend the mysterious secret of the great danger that is so mysterious--
TRIBULOR
Enough! High General Miffletraub, if it is true that the mysterious nature of the great danger has been revealed of its mystery, then tell me, for I, the great God-King Tribulor must know!
HIGH GENERAL
Double zombies, great leader. Twice as difficult to stop as regular zombies, created by the same nuclear accident that killed the eggs of Kusura the 60-foot tall giant centipede.
TRIBULOR
How can this be true? Is this space trickery?
HIGH GENERAL
No, great master. My contact Ziklan-maranis Kleftwar-fitan-kilispo-tran encountered one herself just moments before her demise. Commodore General Stoolchair can verify my claims as he received her last transmission.
TRIBULOR
If this is true, you must be cleared of all charges immediately!
GUARD
But my great liege--!
TRIBULOR
Silence! But tell me--
(pauses dramatically)
Does my sexy concubine not retain the right to punish you in the way she sees fit? Until such time as we can determine the rectitude of your words?
GUARD
She must be put onto death!

TRIBULOR
No, young one. Until the resplendent ramifications of her acts can be rightly ratified, she is to remain alive and with her pieces un-mutilated. Can I trust you, young law-bearer, to hold true the wishes of the great Tribulor? Silence!
GUARD
(sighs)
Yes, my God-King Tribulor, greatest of all galactanganeebs.
TRIBULOR
Then take her away so that I may continue my quiet reflection on the mysteries of the universe!
The guard takes the high general out of the throne room.
TRIBULOR (CONT'D)
Double zombies... a troubling prospect indeed. I must figure out their one weakness.

GIRLS NIGHT OUT
INT. A VERY MYSTERIOUS LITTLE GIRL'S BEDROOM -- EVENING
REBECCA is talking on the phone with JENNIFER. Her FATHER is just outside in the adjoining room.
NARRATOR
Later, in a very mysterious little girl's bedroom...
rebecca
Amy... I mean Jennifer, have you seen the new Justin Bieberlake movie?
JENNIFER
Not hardly.
REBECCA
Oh--my--shit, Jennifer, it was the most amazing movie. You can totally see everybody's abs.
JENNIFER
(excitedly)
Shut up!
(neutrally)
That's cool, I guess. I don't care.
GHOST
Beware the great danger!
REBECCA
What was that? Anyway, it was like the totally best movie he ever did ever since that last movie he made back in like August where he was a totes hottie vampire who ate babies.
FATHER
Will you keep it the hell down in there!?
REBECCA
Ugh. That's my dad. He thinks he's so much older than me.
FATHER
I'm going to come in there!
REBECCA
What-the-fuck-ever, daddy. Ugh, parents are so generationally challenged.

JENNIFER
Maybe I should tell him that he should treat you like an adult now that you're boyfriends with the soccer team.
REBECCA
Don't tell him that! Or I'll tell your dad that you went on a make-out joyride with Jeff Ballsworth at Holocaust Point.
JENNIFER
Oh, don't you even fry that manwich, Ass-Nasterson, P.H. Bitch.
GHOST
Human females! Heed my words and be not afraid!
JENNIFER
So like Rebecca, we're going to have this off-the-hook boss-to-the-wall party at Vanessa's stepdad's poolhouse gazebo tonight in like an hour and you totes have to come.
REBECCA
Oh, I totes will! Wait a minute. Daddy, I'm totes going to a party in an hour?
FATHER
Like damn you will!
REBECCA
But it's like a super special occasion where it's Vanessa's half-way between sweet sixteen and half birthday pre-party and like every boy is going to be there!
FATHER
Shut the hell up!
REBECCA
No!
FATHER
Shut up!
REBECCA
Fuck!
FATHER
Shit!

REBECCA
Roberta, I mean Jennifer, I can't go because my father's being a total dick about it.
FATHER
That's it!
(bursts in)
What are you two little turds even doing here? Why are you talking on the phone when you're in the same room?
REBECCA
Ugh! It's okay, daddy, I have unlimited free minutes because of that plan you bought because you wanted me to be able to call home in case some frat party boy tried to rape my imaginary friend Corrie?
FATHER
I'm doing the parenting and I know what I'm doing! And no daughter of mine is goin' to no slutty-ass half-way between half birthday party while there's a sixty-foot tall giant centipede destroying the city!
Father storms out.
REBECCA
You see what I mean? He's just jealous of me and my free spirit.
JENNIFER
The sixty-foot tall giant centipede is so not even on the news anymore. I heard that Captain Superpunch gave her super gonorrhea.
REBECCA
My dad's so brain-gum. He doesn't even know that the basket of fruit he has in his main kitchen is haunted.
JENNIFER
Oh my ass! What did you say to him?

REBECCA
I was like, "Duh, dad, your basket of a fruit is so obviously haunted" and he was just like "You're not going out wearing just a bathtowel like that" and "I can totally see your boobs through your skin." He's such a clueless.
JENNIFER
How do you know the basket of fruit is haunted?
REBECCA
Because it, like, talked to me?
JENNIFER
Shut your ass!
REBECCA
And it told me that we're being invaded by double zombies or thing? And that it was an alien from the planet whatever-it-said I-don't-know-even.
JENNIFER
No shit triscuits? Rebecca! My mom's basket of salad said the same thing. But whatever.
GHOST
Hu-mans!
REBECCA
That's the ghost!
GHOST
I am the ghost!
JENNIFER
What-ev.
REBECCA
Daddy, the ghost from the fruit basket is here!
Father runs back in.
FATHER
What the blanket-wearing fuck?
GHOST
Human father, heed my ghostly words. I am the ghost of an alien.

REBECCA
I told you, daddy! I told you!
FATHER
Not now, you skanktramp!
REBECCA
Dad! You're embarrassing me in front of the ghost! 
GHOST
The great danger is upon you! Though, I am forbidden to mention the nature of the double zombies, I am no longer bound to the morality of mortal aliens and can tell you everything!
FATHER
Listen, you no-good alien ghost piece of goat crud, you better get out of my house before I extra-kill your ass good!
REBECCA
But daddy, I love him!
FATHER
You don't know what love is! You're thirteen... or sixteen or something.
REBECCA
You don't understand! Nobody understands things! I hate things!
Rebecca runs out of the room.
JENNIFER
Yeah... I'm going to bail too. I have to do my hair makeup and whatever it is girls do.
Jennifer leaves too.
FATHER
No! Rebecca! If only I could express my fatherly feelings... but my father beat me. Millions of times, with a machete made of scorpions.


GHOST
You have the power to put the past behind you, alive human mortal. But you have to do what I say, and not shoot yourself in the head with that revolver.
FATHER
(crying)
Too late.
Father shoots himself in the head.

UNDERCOVER ROBOT
INT. THE EXACT SAME MYSTERIOUS THRONE ROOM AGAIN -- MOMENTS LATER
TRIBULOR is splayed out on his throne.
NARRATOR
Moments later, in the exact same mysterious throne room again, which is also a harem, the God-King Tribulor grows bored.
TRIBULOR
Servant!
A SERVANT enters.
SERVANT
(flirtatiously)
What can I do for you, my king?
TRIBULOR
Bring me my robot sex slave! For I wish to be amused.
SERVANT
Yes, glorious one.
The ROBOT enters.
ROBOT
I am yours to command, masterly one.
The robot dances a robotic sexy dance.
TRIBULOR
I, the God-King Tribulor, am greatly amused! You please me, robot. Now, kiss me.
Tribulor stands and waits while the robot very slowly waddles towards him. Finally before the robot can lean in for the kiss, the servant sees something on his back and interrupts him.
SERVANT
Hold, my master! This robot sex slave has an incorrect serial number! It must be a spy!
ROBOT
Vive le resistance! I must now transform into a gun.

The robot makes a bunch of robotic noises as it turns itself into a big gun.
TRIBULOR
Stop! You cannot so easily deceive me!
ROBOT
Boom.
The robot shoots Tribulor.
TRIBULOR
(clutches his chest)
You shot me! Just moments before I was to finally figure out the secret of the double zombies! No! I see it now! Their one weakness is...
Tribulor dies.
SERVANT
Traitor!
ROBOT
I only did what I had to.
SERVANT
You killed my god! Now my religion doesn't make any sense!
ROBOT
Bring me High General Miffletraub, or the same fate will befall you!
SERVANT
I will, but I am very upset!
The servant leaves and comes back not a second later with the HIGH GENERAL.
SERVANT (CONT'D)
(flirtitiously again)
I have returned thusly.
ROBOT
That was fast work, servant. You have done well.
SERVANT
Luckily she was in the very first cell.
ROBOT
High General Miffletraub, I am here to rescue you.

HIGH GENERAL
But who are you, my old friend?
ROBOT
It is not who I am, but who I was.
They both stare awkwardly for several seconds.
ROBOT (CONT'D)
I was the alien known as Colonel Commander Crippleflag, but I died. Moments ago I was on Earth as a ghost but I was brought back to life by the healing crystals of Morthog and then my soul was put into this robot sex slave.
SERVANT
The usage of the healing crystals is heres-treason, our greatest crime!
ROBOT
Greater even than killing our god?
SERVANT
Be fucking silent, you heres-traitor! I did not know such a crime could even exist until now. That's how bad it is!
HIGH GENERAL
Then my old friend, the God-king Tribulor is dead.
(sighs)
I might have known this if I had only turned my head slightly. But perhaps deep down I already knew and did not want to slightly turn my head.
ROBOT
Listen to me, my old friend. When I was a ghost, I tried to warn one of the humans but his mind could not handle the knowledge of the great danger.
HIGH GENERAL
What happened?
ROBOT
He shot himself in the head eight times.

HIGH GENERAL
No! That is terrible! How can this be?
ROBOT
He shot himself six times, reloaded, then he managed to fire twice more before he finally died. If only I could stop him, but alas, I was just a haunted basket of fruit.
SERVANT
I do not wish to hear any more! I must leave!
The servant stays anyway.
HIGH GENERAL
But why have you freed me, old friend?
ROBOT
You are well-versed in the ways of zombie exploding, and the only hope of exploding the double zombies. I had to free you, for the sake of all of space.
HIGH GENERAL
Then let us go at once. And you, servant. You must accompany us!
SERVANT
But I am a harem servant! I am only well-versed in the ways of sex!
ROBOT
It will have to do.
Tribulor rises to his feet suddenly.
TRIBULOR
Bestill, my old friends!
SERVANT
My God-King! You live!
TRIBULOR
Yes! I have brought myself back to life using my mysterious unexplained cosmic power!
ROBOT
I am sorry that we had to kill you my liegely one, but...
TRIBULOR
Enough! No explanation is necessary. I understand what you must do.

HIGH GENERAL
Thank you, my great God-King Tribulor, my old friend.
TRIBULOR
First, let me tell you the weakness of the double zombies which I have just now deduced in my impressive brain.
HIGH GENERAL
I... understand! You have transmitted it to me psychically!
TRIBULOR
That seems to be what has happened. Now, go. Go with my motherfucking blessing!

THE SHOWDOWN
EXT. A MYSTERIOUS CITY STREET FULL OF DOUBLE ZOMBIES -- MORNING
CAPTAIN Superpunch is surrounded by zombies, looking apprehensive.
NARRATOR
In the streets of World City, Captain Superpunch finds himself dreadfully surrounded by his dreaded enemies, the dreaded double zombies.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
(breathing heavily)
I have punched many of these zombies, but they are twice as hard to defeat as one would think! If only there was a way for me to become double human, but that is impossible... What's this?
Captain Superpunch notices a corpse.
CAPTAIN Superpunch (CONT'D)
Billy Zark, kid reporter... dead! He must have died off-screen! Oh double drat!
DOUGLAS
I saw it, Captain.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
(startled)
Devil's biscuits, man! You scared the penis out of me!
DOUGLAS
(steps closer)
I'm sorry...
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Keep clear, Skyjack! This is official hero business!
DOUGLAS
I apologize, Captain Superpunch. I only mean to tell you that I saw how Billy Zark died.



CAPTAIN Superpunch
Tell me! For I must know! I must bear the knowledge of the great injustice that has befallen my young colleague only eleven years alive in this cruel world!
DOUGLAS
His guts got blown off by zombie eye lasers.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Eye lasers? My sweet zounds! Then the double zombies are evolving! Like Pokemon!
DOUGLAS
Precisely. We must seek cover before the zombies shoot out our guts!
Suddenly, the ZOMBIE LEADER leaps in front of them.
DOUGLAS (CONT'D)
It's the zombie leader!
ZOMBIE LEADER
It is no use surviving, humans! We will eat your brains and your guts!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
That's twice as many things as normal zombies!
DOUGLAS
Bazooka!
Douglas fires a bazooka at the zombie leader.
ZOMBIE LEADER
Barf!
The zombie leader falls backwards.
DOUGLAS
That should buy us some time. Captain, I need you to inject me with this alien blood.
Douglas hands him a small syringe.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
But why, man?


DOUGLAS
It's bafflingly simple, Captain. The zombies only eat human brains. If I am part-alien, they cannot eat my brains.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
That sounds insane! Okay.
Captain Superpunch takes the syringe and injects him.
DOUGLAS
Ow! Yes! This is so painful, but... I can see it now. This was the blood of High General Miffletraub, and it contains the answer to the zombies' one weakness!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
What is it, my friend? I tried punching them and I also tried shooting them in the brain with my fists!
DOUGLAS
No, no physical weapon will do. I'll have to do this just right... there!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
The double zombies' one weakness! I don't know how you did it, mister, but you did it. The zombies are dead. Tell me, what is your name?
DOUGLAS
Douglas F. Farkenklaub, industrious billionaire, and president of Nucleomerica!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
My glorious goodness in heaven, man, I had no idea! It's an honor to meet you, sir!
DOUGLAS
The honor is mine, Captain. Oh, and by the way, I just developed a cure for super gonorrhea. I wanted you to be the first to have it.
Douglas hands him a small vial.

CAPTAIN Superpunch
That's stupendous fantastic! Thank you so much, Mr. Farkenklaub!
DOUGLAS
Thank you, Captain, for giving us all something to believe in...
(looks behind him)
Gadzookatron! Behind you!
ZOMBIE LEADER
You killed all my zombies! But I am not so easily defeated probably!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
What the hell is this shit?
ZOMBIE LEADER
I only have one attack left... to explode myself so huge that it blows up both of you with me!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
We have to evacuate the city! Except that we can't! But we have to try!
DOUGLAS
I'll use my billions of dollars to do it. But we'll need some time. Captain, can you stall the zombie leader?
CAPTAIN Superpunch
I think so!
ZOMBIE LEADER
Exploding attack!
CAPTAIN Superpunch
Great Boners!
ZOMBIE LEADER
Aarrgggh!
The zombie leader explodes and collapses.
CAPTAIN Superpunch
No!
(looks down at his hands)
He blew up the cure!
DOUGLAS
Captain, it's okay! I can synthesize another cure.

CAPTAIN Superpunch
No, it's... it's too late. I'm... going to die horribly.
DOUGLAS
Not horribly! ...well then let me try using the healing crystals of Morthog, which I just learned about through my alien blood. Then we can bring you back to life by putting your soul into some kind of alien robot, perhaps some sort of sex slave...
CAPTAIN Superpunch
No, my friend. This was meant to be. For reasons I can't satisfactorily explain, Captain Superpunch... must die horribly.
Captain Superpunch collapses.
CAPTAIN SUPERPUNCH (CONT'D)
Blauurgh... my blood!
DOUGLAS
No!
(cries)
This sucks. I didn't even get a chance to tell him I loved him. Now I never will.
(looks up)
Wait... what's that strange sound? Could it be...? No. It was probably nothing. Oh well.
NARRATOR
And so, Captain Superpunch, Earth's greatest hero, died. The end. Written and directed by Tom.

